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The Opportunity 
 

Most nonprofit organizations (NPOs) - regardless of size - have separate and distinct 

marketing and development (fundraising) functions.  This recognizes the importance of 

donors as an audience, their specific messaging needs and the unique types of 

outreach and experience required in development teams.  However, the marketing and 

development functions are more alike than different, and especially so as both now 

engage people with active social and digital lifestyles.

 
 

 



 

 

The Challenge 
 
Unfortunately, although both the 
marketing and development teams 
are communicating about the 
same benefits of the organization, 
they rarely act in concert.  While 
some high-functioning NPOs 
are the exception, marketing 
and development working hand-
in-hand is rare when it should 
be the rule. 
 
This can be a costly situation.  Not 
only is overlap of functional 
expertise expensive, but also the 
lack of shared insight and 
feedback can be disastrous to 
organizations of any size.   
Development is a distinct function 
from marketing, but just as sales 
and marketing in the for-profit, 
corporate world have become 
more aligned to the benefit of both 
company and customer, alignment 
between marketing and 
development in an NPO will also 
provide higher return, value to 
participants and supporters, and a 
stronger market position. 
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The TopRight Approach 
 

Here's how to take advantage of 
the opportunity for your own 
organization through the:  

1. Alignment of Goals 

2. Alignment of Insights 

3. Alignment of Story 

And we've included a checklist for 
getting started at the end. 

 

Alignment of Goals: 

 

 

 

Successful collaboration is not an 
academic exercise.  Goals and 
objectives must be clearly stated, 
fully aligned, and adopted by both 
teams to actively work toward a 
mutual set of objectives.  Luckily, 
there is a lot of common ground 
on which to build.  Consider these 

five areas where marketing and 
fundraising share the same goals 
and functional efforts:  

1. An external focus:  Both 
non-profit marketing and 
development strategies 
share the ultimate goal of 
reaching and engaging 
external audiences.  Both 
need to motivate those 
audiences to specific 
actions, be it volunteer, 
participate, evangelize, 
contribute or serve.   Often, 
these audiences overlap, 
and may be receiving 
messages from both 
departments. 

2. Consistency:  Every 
outbound message must be 
consistent with the core 
organizational values and 
value proposition.  
Inconsistency in message, 
voice, look or feel runs the 
risk of confusing target 
audiences and therefore 
hampers goal achievement 
in all areas.   

3. Audience Segmentation:  
Non-profits, as do many 
organizations, necessarily 
target and are responsive to 
many varied audiences and 
therefore are best served by 
rigorous and strategic 
audience segmentation.  
One might think it intuitive 
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that within the organization, 
marketing and development 
teams share audience 
segmentation strategies, 
resources, and information, 
but, unfortunately, often 
that’s not the case.  There 
are many economies to be 
gained by taking advantage 
of the similarities in audience 
segmentation practices.  
 
 

 
 

4. Participant Advocacy: As 
people on the front-lines of 
the cause - talking with key 
audiences and influencers - 
both marketing and 
development teams share 
the important role of 
representing participant 
interests to internal teams.  
These insights are critical to 
ensuring that the 
organization stays 
connected to key supporters 
and participants, as well as 

current with the ecosystem 
around the mission of the 
organization.  Making sure 
that both sets of insights are 
shared in a collaborative 
fashion will complete the 
circle of knowledge for the 
entire organization. 

5. Share of Mind:  Both 
marketing and fundraising 
operations desire to own a 
share of mind for key 
audiences. This is similar to 
"share of wallet" in sales - 
where one organization aims 
to increase its share of all 
spending by an individual.  
In nonprofit development, for 
example, it is a very 
common practice to 
determine, usually by asking 
the donor directly, where the 
organization falls in the 
donor's philanthropic 
priorities.  A top-three 
position is generally 
considered a solid indication 
that the donor is a good 
candidate for cultivation 
toward a significant gift.  
Similarly, marketers looking 
to fill programs, recruit 
volunteers or engage 
partners are looking to 
increase the share of mind 
the organization owns.    
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While the specific messages will 
be modified and tailored for each 
audience, the similarities of the 
need to engage external groups 
are extensive.  Both teams must 
adopt a collaborative attitude and 
approach in order to reap the 
benefits of these shared 
objectives.  If marketing serves 
fundraising activities, then it is also 
true that the development team 
must be willing to be served.  
Collaboration is key – and it starts 
with recognizing the mutual goals. 

 

Alignment of Insights: 

 

Fundraising teams can benefit 
from marketing insights, and vice 
versa.  Audience insights - formal 
and informal - are a core part of 
both functions, and knowledge 
must be shared effectively 
between them.  Explore the 
opportunity to expand and better 

stratify knowledge about key 
audiences, particularly those with 
influence to important circles.   

The following four areas will 
provide a strong starting place for 
creating a consistent and 
actionable base of knowledge for 
improving the effectiveness of all 
outreach, regardless of 
department or purpose.  While 
these are activities typically 
associated with marketing, most 
development teams also use 
them.   Collaboration will increase 
the value to the organization and 
improve the quality and impact of 
each approach. 

 

1. Audience Surveys.  Do a 
quick survey of your 
organization's surveys.  Are 
you asking the same 
qualifying questions in order 
to properly segment your 
entire database, or are 
different groups collecting 
only fragments of what you 
need?  Your goals must be 
to understand the needs and 
interests of new prospects 
as well as complete a 
holistic view of your key 
audiences' interests, 
motivations and needs.  Do 
you use qualitative (e.g.: 
long form interviews) to test 
and refine hypotheses and 
inform future messaging 
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before you do quantitative 
(statistically projectable) 
research?  The latter is 
expensive, and so making 
sure you have the right 
insights prior to investing is 
always smart.  Ensuring that 
everyone - executives, 
development, marketing, 
program managers and HR - 
are working from the same 
understanding and 
foundation of knowledge 
about your audience profile 
and behavior is essential to 
growth and the most efficient 
achievement of mission.  

2. Segmentation strategy.  
Segmentation is an essential 
recognition that not all 
people are alike, act alike or 
feel alike.  Even the most 
basic of CRM database 
solutions allows records to 
be segmented according to 
important criteria like 
demographics, geography, 
welcome date, last action, 
and commitment level and 
status. Take a look at your 
segmentation strategy and 
ensure that everyone 
understands why audiences 
behave or are motivated in 
different ways. Marketing 
and development teams may 
bring different perspectives 
and ideas to this discussion, 
which will improve the 

segmentation strategy going 
forward.  Smarter 
segmentation allows 
personalization of 
messaging, which should 
make communications more 
relevant and effective. 

 

 

3. Highest Value Audience 
Members.  Not all donors, 
participants or partners have 
the same value to the 
organization.  Does 
everyone in the organization 
know which are indeed most 
valuable, and how to find 
more people like them?  
Identifying highest value 
people doesn't mean that 
every other member of each 
audience is neglected. It 
only means that messaging 
and outreach can be better 
tailored to engage those who 
will make the most 
difference to the cause and 
mission of the organization.  
Personas are a tool used by 
many marketing 
departments to refine and 
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understand these most 
valuable audiences.  
Literally, a persona is a 
detailed description of a 
certain type of person who 
exemplifies the background, 
social status, gender, 
interests and motivations of 
the segment.  Sometimes 
personas are given clever 
names to distinguish them, 
like "Urban Activists" or 
"Concerned Parents" or 
"Rising Patrons."  (Note:  
Even if you only use persona 
names internally, always 
assume that external 
audiences will see them.  
Choose names that are 
appropriately sensitive.)  
Each persona is used to 
increase understanding 
among all employees on the 
needs and interests of each 
segment. Collaboration 
between marketing and 
development teams to define 
"highest value" and ensure 
that all messaging and 
outreach is consistent with 
the needs of these important 
audiences can increase the 
engagement resulting in 
larger donations and 
stronger participation in 
programs.  It will also lower 
the organization's 
investment cost to nurture 
each participant's action.   

4. Social Marketing.  To 
engaged audiences and 
prospects of all types, your 
organization is one 
organization, and they 
expect to be able to engage 
through all digital channels.   

Social marketing is a very 
visible and personal way to 
connect with people, and all 
those in your organization 
who are active on social 
networks, or wish to promote 
activities through owned 
social accounts, need to 
collaborate.  A consistent 
and knowledgeable voice is 
required, and support from 
various departments to 
ensure rapid response and 
engagement is essential. If 
your organization can't 
support that level of 
commitment, then 
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reconsider your social 
presence.  Conversations 
will happen with or without 
you, but participation comes 
with a level of responsibility 
to be present and engaged.  
Today, people are creating 
their own content about your 
organization and mission, 
and even telling your story 
through a personal narrative 
that may or may not be 
based on the "official" 
organization messaging.    
Both marketing and 
development insights are 
necessary to guide and 
celebrate these personal 
stories, especially because 
they are often perceived by 
others as more reliable than 
what comes from the 
organization itself.  

 

Collaborating on these activities 
will provide exponential reach and 
impact - a benefit that every NPO 
would like to report to funders and 
other stakeholders.  In addition, 
there is an opportunity cost of 
ignoring the benefits.  Operating in 
marketing and development silos 
is a financial risk.  In the best 
case, you may be double investing 
in audience insights, messaging 
concepts, outreach campaigns 
and communications channels.  In 
the worst case, you create 

dissonance and confusion in the 
market by not aligning these 
efforts. 

 

 

Alignment of Story: 

 

 

We live in the age of participation.  
It used to be that the story of the 
cause, or the mission of the 
organization, or the plight of those 
served was told in a controlled 
manner by the NPO, and 
participants and donor prospects 
responded.   Today, however, our 
lives are digital, and the story has 
to emerge from the digital screen, 
prompted by the user’s input, 
search or query. Storytelling today 
largely relies on audience 
participation.  

NPOs must tell an organizational 
brand story that gives each and 
every audience a reason to care, 
all within a distracting and digital 
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context.   And, there is not much 
time to gain someone's attention. 

As our digital lives have become 
massively cluttered through the 
explosion of always-on mobile 
devices and always-on social 
media, the time for telling our 
brand or mission story has shrunk 
— dramatically. Welcome to the 
world of the 6-second story. Yes, 6 
seconds. Your team has about a 
6-second window for making a 
connection with prospective 
donors, volunteers and program 
participants. Just 6 seconds to 
give people a reason to care and a 
reason to want to learn more, get 
involved or give.  If that connection 
is lost in those first few seconds, 
then it is really lost, and the 
person is most likely not coming 
back. 

  

In such a brief window of time, the 
storytelling must be simple, clear 
and aligned with the audience's 
needs and wants.  All messaging 

from the organization from every 
department including marketing 
and development must make a 
bold statement and encourage 
exploration.   It must be:  

• Simple:  Simplify a 
complicated issue or 
problem that is important to 
the prospective participant or 
donor.  The message 
becomes the guide that 
helps them identify with the 
cause and be motivated to 
engage. 

• Stirring:  People engage and 
donate on emotion and then 
rationalize their decision with 
facts. 

• Memorable.  Aim to strike a 
chord that prompts an 
internal question or 
reflection.  People can more 
readily relate to a story than 
fact-laden statements.   

• Clear:  The words chosen for 
your Story, as well as any 
marketing communication, 
have to work really hard. 
 They must mean exactly 
what is intended, and they 
must be familiar and 
understandable to the key 
audiences.  Clarity is the 
most important element, 
even more so than 
cleverness or artistic or 
linguistic value. 
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• Quick:  Communications 
must resonate in about 6 
seconds. Because that is all 
the time you will get as 
people quickly move on to 
the next site, the next 
message coming at them, or 
the next digital or social 
interruption. 

One caution:  While the length of 
the brand story message has 
shrunk, the work of developing the 
“art of the story” does not.  No 
matter how short the message, 
never short-change the depth and 
complexity and richness of the 
story.   This is where both 
marketing and development teams 
can have a combined influence 
that is greater than the sum of the 
parts.  With the collective 
understanding and rich data sets 
from both groups, your teams can 
completely, fully and deeply delve 
into, understand, and refine that 
full and perfect story. Only then 
are you really able to keep 
distilling it down further to finally 
reach the 6-second story 
message. 
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An Implementation 
Checklist 

 

If you have made it this far, we 
hope you are convinced that the 
alignment of marketing and 
development operations is a big 
opportunity for your organization.    
Here’s a checklist to get started: 

 Regardless of your title, 
department or longevity in 
the organization, you can get 
this conversation started.  
Bring up the idea of 
identifying areas of 
collaboration in the next staff 
meeting.  Best case is that 
legacy distrust or long-held 
hesitations are brought 
forward and discussed.  
Worst-case scenario is that 
the idea gets shot down 
unilaterally, and you learn 

something about your 
organization. 

 Take a look at the goals and 
objectives of both marketing 
and development for your 
organization.  Current 
overlap and shared purpose 
is a great place to start to 
formalize new levels of 
collaboration. 

 Call on your counterparts in 
other departments who are 
also doing surveys of key 
audiences.  Share insights, 
align feedback and 
determine potential overlap 
for future efforts. 

 Start small with a 
collaborative project to 
demonstrate the power of 
shared inputs and talent.  
Celebrate small wins as 
proof of concept for larger 
projects. 

 Embrace the opportunity to 
breakthrough organizational 
inertia and build an 
Audience Insights function 
that can become a shared 
services operation for the 
entire organization.   
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smiller@toprightpartners.com  

Contact Us 

 

 

TopRight can help you assess your 
opportunity and establish a 
structure for ongoing success.  
Contact us today for more 
information, and see the case 
studies on our website for 
inspiration.  Sign up for the 
TopRight blog for more ideas. 

 

TopRight, LLC 

950 E Paces Ferry Road 

Atlanta, Plaza, Suite 2195 

Atlanta, GA  30326 

 

Dave Sutton 

President and CEO 

dave@toprightpartners.com 

 

Rob Carter 

Partner, Washington DC Office 

rcarter@toptightpartners.com 

 

Stephanie Miller 

Partner, New York Office 
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